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Susan M. Duncan, RN, Designer has been an instructor in the Executive Certificate in Home Modification Program since 2008, teaching Courses #1, *The Basics and Beyond*; Course 2, *How to Get It Done*; and Course 5, *The Ethics of Home Modification*. Susan brings more than thirty-five years of hands-on consulting experience in virtually all facets of inclusive design and construction to her teaching. She is the founder and principal of The ABCs of Accessibility® Inc., established in 1978, dedicated to providing universal and accessible design consulting services to support the unique goals and needs of residential, public, and private sector clients. She has combined her extraordinary depth of experiences to assist thousands of individuals build and modify homes to meet the overarching goals of creating options, independence, and enhancing quality of life. Susan is a Registered Nurse and has a Nursing Diploma from the Sacred Heart School of Nursing and Associate of Arts Candidate in Interior Design.